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Heterometal incorporation in NH2-MIL-125(Ti)
and its participation in the photoinduced
charge-separated excited state†

Lauren Hanna,a Conor L. Long,a Xiaoyi Zhang b and Jenny V. Lockard *a

Optical and X-ray spectroscopy studies reveal the location and role

of Fe3+ sites incorporated through direct synthesis in NH2-MIL-

125(Ti). Fe K-edge XAS analysis confirms its metal–oxo cluster node

coordination while time-resolved optical and X-ray transient

absorption studies disclose its role as an electron trap site, promot-

ing long-lived photo-induced charge separation in the framework.

Notably, XTA measurements show sustained electron reduction of

the Fe sites into the microsecond time range. Comparison with an

Fe-doped MOF generated through post-synthetic modification

indicates that only the direct synthesis approach affords efficient

Fe participation in the charge separated excited state.

Efficient photocatalysis for solar energy applications requires
materials that exhibit long lived charge separation properties
and reversible electron transfer behavior of the catalytic sites.
Hybrid materials, such as metal–organic frameworks (MOFs),
offer new opportunities in this field through their rich chemical
and structural diversity that allows incorporating accessible
catalytic sites and tailoring optoelectronic properties. MOFs
are porous solid state networks composed of self-assembled
metal ions or clusters connected through coordination bonds
with organic linkers.1 Photocatalytic behavior in MOFs can be
promoted through inclusion of transition metal centers with
multiple stable oxidation states and linker sites that can
accommodate stable radical entities in the excited state. MIL-
125 is a titanium-based MOF, containing octameric Ti–oxo
clusters connected in three dimensions by terephthalate
linkers.2 The reversible Ti4+/Ti3+ redox conversion at the metal
node sites within the framework is accessible through photo-
induced linker-to-metal cluster charge transfer (LMCCT) but
requires UV-wavelength light irradiation. Borrowing from the
heteroatom doping strategies used in traditional inorganic

semiconductors like TiO2,3 analogous modifications of MIL-
125 and other Ti-based MOFs have been explored to tune the
range of usable absorption wavelengths and photoredox prop-
erties without simultaneously introducing high rates of charge
recombination.4 Introducing an amino group auxochrome to
the terephthalate linker precursor for example, red shifts the
LMCCT absorption band into the visible region for the mod-
ified MOF, NH2-MIL-125(Ti).5 This and other linker substitu-
ents tune the overall electronic structure of the MIL-125
framework,4a,c but without significantly impacting the unoccu-
pied orbitals localized on the Ti–oxo nodal cluster and there-
fore the reductive potential of the photoexcited MOF.4a,6 To
modify these unoccupied frontier orbitals, the metal cluster
composition should be adjusted as revealed by a recent theoretical
investigation of NH2-MIL-125(Ti) upon substitution of different
heterometals into the Ti–oxo core.7 Furthermore, possible
experimental validation can be found in recent reports of
Cu-incorporated NH2-MIL-125(Ti) frameworks that demonstrated
enhanced photocatalytic activity for CO2 reduction compared to
the parent NH2-MIL-125(Ti) catalyst.4b,d Despite these promising
first steps, the local coordination of the heterometal in the MOF
cluster has not been experimentally confirmed nor has its direct
participation in the photoinduced charge separated excited state
tied to the photocatalytic reaction.

In this communication, the coordination environment and
excited state contribution of a heterometal incorporated in
NH2-MIL-125(Ti) nodal cluster is definitively revealed for the
first time. Specifically, we focus on an iron-doped version, NH2-
MIL-125(Ti,Fe) with targeted stoichiometry of one Fe3+ center
per octameric cluster (Fig. 1a) as a model system. Since doping
TiO2 with Fe was found to increase photoactivity by lowering
the conduction band, and creating trap states that delays
charge recombination,8 we expected that upon population of
the LMCCT state of NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe), the photo-excited
electron would analogously localize onto the Fe3+ sites, gener-
ating long-lived transient Fe2+ species.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is ideally suited for prob-
ing the Fe site coordination and electronic structure dynamics
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associated with the LMCCT state. X-ray transient absorption (XTA)
measurements can track electronic structure changes induced by
laser excitation and, because of its element specificity, has
become an important tool for investigating the photochemistry
of both molecular9 and solid-state10 metal-based systems, includ-
ing other Fe-containing MOFs.11 Here Fe K-edge XAS and XTA are
used along with optical transient absorption (OTA) spectroscopy
to confirm the location of the Fe sites and investigate the nature
and dynamics of the LMCCT and subsequent charge separation.

NH2-MIL-125(Ti) was synthesized following literature
procedures.4d NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe) was generated using a mod-
ified direct synthesis method, where stoichiometric amounts of
titanium(IV) tert-butoxide and iron(III) chloride precursors were
combined with the 2-aminoterephthalic acid (NH2-BDC) linkers
under anhydrous DMF and methanol solvent conditions to
achieve a target average doping level of about one Fe site per
Ti–oxo cluster as confirmed by atomic absorption spectroscopy
(see ESI†). Both MOF syntheses included cetyltrimethylammo-
niumbromide (CTMAB) surfactant to promote nanoparticle
formation and suspension.12 Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
patterns compared to that simulated from the MIL-125 crystal
structure,2 (Fig. 1b) verified the crystallinity of both frameworks
and that the introduction of neither the iron sites nor surfac-
tant altered the overall structure. The optical electronic absorp-
tion spectra for the MOF materials were obtained through
transmission absorption measurements of the MOF nanopar-
ticle suspensions and diffuse reflectance (DR) measurements of
the solid-state powders. As shown in Fig. 1c and d, the NH2-
BDC linker, NH2-MIL-125(Ti) and NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe) frame-
work spectra all exhibit a peak maximum between 350 and
400 nm, which is attributed to a n - p* transition localized on
the aminated linker. For the MOF systems, this band extends
into the visible region and gains LMCCT character upon linker
coordination with the metal–oxo clusters.6 However, scattering
background differences, particularly for transmission measure-
ments of the solid-state MOF suspensions, complicate the com-
parison of the low intensity, unresolved electronic transitions in

this wavelength region, including any contributions from those
involving lower energy ‘‘trap’’ states due to introduction of the
Fe heterometal sites in the case of NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe). Further
proof is therefore needed to confirm the participation of the
Fe sites in the charge separated excited state and its metal–oxo
node location.

To better understand how the iron is incorporated within
the framework, steady state XAS measurements were conducted
at the Fe K-edge. Both XANES and EXAFS spectra of NH2-MIL-
125(Ti,Fe) and several Fe references are depicted in Fig. 2a and
b. The XANES pre-edge feature and edge shift is similar to those
of Fe2O3 indicating comparable Fe3+ octahedral speciation in
the MOF devoid of metallic Fe, or residual FeCl3 impurities.
Comparisons with the reference EXAFS spectra further verify
the distinct Fe coordination environment in the framework.
XAS also reveals how the Fe coordination in the MOF generated
using this direct synthesis method diverges from that attempted
through a transmetallation approach that involved soaking NH2-
MIL-125(Ti) in FeCl3 solution. The XANES pre-edge feature for that
system indicates lower symmetry Fe coordination environment
and the EXAFS spectrum notably shows longer average first shell
scattering path distances in the post synthetically doped MOF.
Together, these XAS characteristics signify possible outer-
cluster incorporation and/or residual FeCl3 species trapped
within the pores.

Quantitative coordination information is provided by fitting
the NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe) EXAFS spectrum (Fig. 2c) using a model
derived from the reported crystal structure of NH2-MIL-125(Ti)
in which a titanium site is substituted with iron (Fig. S3, ESI†).
As summarized in Table S1 (ESI†), the fit includes Fe–O
scattering paths from a distorted octahedral coordination
environment, as well as contributions from scattering paths
beyond the first shell, including neighboring Ti sites within the
node and the closest C sites of the surrounding linkers. The fit
reveals longer average first shell Fe–O bond lengths compared
to those of the Ti sites found in the parent MOF, which is
expected given the typical range reported for these metals in

Fig. 1 (a) Proposed structure of NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe), (b) PXRD, (c) UV-vis
absorption and (d) DR spectra of NH2-BDC, NH2-MIL-125(Ti), NH2-MIL-
125(Ti,Fe).

Fig. 2 Fe K-Edge (a) XANES, (b) EXAFS spectra and (c) k-space and (d)
R-space NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe) EXAFS spectrum and corresponding fit.
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other oxide forms.13 The expanded Fe–O coordination shell
appears to be compensated by further changes to the Fe
position relative to the neighboring Ti sites as evidenced by
the Fe–Ti scattering path distances derived from the fit. To be
clear, this EXAFS analysis cannot rule out the possibility that
some metal–oxo clusters may contain more than one Fe site (or
that some contain no Fe sites), but the fit beyond just the first
coordination shell, together with the PXRD results, which show
analogous, single phase structure for NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe) and NH2-
MIL-125(Ti), provides strong evidence that Fe is indeed occupying
octahedral sites in the octameric metal–oxo ring cluster.

Optical transient absorption characterization provides our
first window into the nature and earliest time dynamics of the
initial photoexcited state in these materials. Ultrafast OTA data
for NH2-MIL-125(Ti). NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe), and the NH2-BDC
linker are shown in Fig. 3 and the multiexponential fitting
results for the kinetics are summarized in Table S2 (ESI†). The
spectra of the linker exhibit a TA band that appears within the
instrument response time, at lmax = 585 nm and subsists well
beyond the experimentally available delay range with more
than 80% of the signal remaining at 1 ns delay time. The
spectra of NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe) show a similar transient absorp-
tion feature that overlaps with an additional broad, unstruc-
tured TA band that extends throughout the visible and NIR
wavelength range while those of the all-Ti version of this MOF
are dominated by this broad redshifted band only. Based on
the spectral signatures identified through reported spectro-
electrochemical characterization of aminoterephthalate dimethyl
ester and a Ti8O8 tert-butoxide molecular cluster complex,14 the
sharper transient absorption band around 585 nm is assigned to
the formation of the NH2-BDC radical cation with the hole
localized on the amine and the broad absorption band observed
throughout the visible and NIR range is attributed to the radical
anion of the metal–oxo cluster node. Comparing the OTA kinetics
reveals that both NH2-MIL-125(Ti) and NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe) exhibit
shorter sub-ns lifetime components. However, while the signal
appears to have completely decayed for NH2-MIL-125(Ti) by 1 ns,
nearly half of the TA signal remained at this delay time for NH2-
MIL-125(Ti,Fe), indicating contribution from substantially longer
lifetime components. Notably, our findings for NH2-MIL-125(Ti)
diverge from previous OTA characterization of this MOF,14 which
reported nearly identical OTA data (spectra and kinetics) to those
we found for the NH2-BDC linker. While we observed similar
results for NH2-MIL-125(Ti) samples after initial washing,

we found that further purification was needed to fully remove
residual linker that was presumably trapped within the porous
structure. Extensive washing and careful isolation of suspended
MOF nanoparticles consistently yielded the OTA data presented
here. The appearance of the TA feature around 585 nm in NH2-
MIL-125(Ti,Fe), that is mostly absent from the NH2-MIL-125(Ti)
TA spectra may indicate a more localized hole on the linker
associated with a charge separated state and the larger con-
tribution of longer lifetime components may be attributed to
the Fe dopant acting as a ‘‘trap’’ site and serving to delay
electron–hole recombination.

Fe K-edge XTA was used to further elucidate the nature and
dynamics of the charge separated state, particularly the role of
the Fe dopant, following LMCCT excitation in NH2-MIL-
125(Ti,Fe). Fig. 4a highlights the changes observed between
the XTA spectra collected using the X-ray bunch synchronized
with the laser pump pulse at nominal time zero delay (‘‘laser
on’’) and those collected using pre-time zero X-ray bunches
(‘‘laser off’’). A significant edge shift to lower energy is observed
for the ‘‘laser on’’ spectrum, as emphasized by the derivative
like feature in the corresponding difference spectrum with peak
maximum aligned with the rising edge. This edge shift clearly
indicates transient reduction of the iron sites upon population
of the LMCCT excited state. Notably, no signal changes were
observed in XTA spectra collected for the Fe-doped MOF
generated using the post-synthetic modification approach. This
comparison further supports the novelty of the direct synthesis
approach for incorporating the Fe sites within the metal–oxo
nodes and suggests that this method of heterometal doping is
required for efficient Fe participation in the CS excited state.

Time scans collected by monitoring the XTA difference
signal maximum at 7.123 keV for NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe) produce
the kinetic trace, shown in the inset of Fig. 4a. Successive X-ray
bunches, after the synchronized one, were simultaneously
collected during these time scans to produce the extended
kinetics depicted in Fig. 4b. Kinetic fitting, as summarized in
Table S3 (ESI†), reveals a faster 2.3 ns lifetime component, and
at least two longer-lived components. While too few data points
on the microsecond time scale are available to obtain these
longer lifetimes, the signal clearly extends into the 10’s of
microseconds time range. This exceptionally long lifetime
indicates that excitation into the LMCCT band of NH2-MIL-
125(Ti,Fe) promotes localization of an electron that remains on
the Fe site, preventing charge recombination. The different

Fig. 3 Optical transient absorption spectra and kinetics (collected at 585 nm) of (a) NH2-BDC, (b) NH2-MIL-125(Ti,Fe), and (c) NH2-MIL-125(Ti).
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lifetime components may be associated with the probability of the
charge recombination event, as it depends on the position of the
electron-trapping Fe site relative to the linker containing the hole.
Future studies aim to test this theory by assessing the dependence
of XTA kinetics on the doping level (i.e. average number of
heteroatoms per metal–oxo cluster). Here, we revealed the coordi-
nation and specific role of the Fe sites within the photoexcited
framework, illustrating that heterometal-doped Ti-based MOFs
produced through direct-synthesis are promising candidates for
photocatalysis with ordered and controllable composition.
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